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Abstract

Under the context of a common-item linking design involving multiple ex-
aminee groups and multiple test forms, this paper presents a multiple-group
(MG) IRT fixed-parameter estimation (FPE) method, which is based on the
EM algorithm for finite mixtures. The FPE method that is presented is an
extension of the single-group FPE method to MG test data. In a successful MG
FPE run, all the parameters of freed items across test forms and the probabil-
ities of the discrete ability distributions for multiple groups are to be properly
estimated on the established scale of the fixed items. A simulation study shows
that the method that is presented produces more accurate parameter estimates
than other estimation and linking methods for estimating freed item parameters
and ability distributions on the established scale.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the scale used for measuring ability (denoted as θ) in item
response theory (IRT) is determined up to a linear transformation as long as the
item parameters are transformed accordingly (de Ayala, 2009; Hambleton, 1989;
Lord, 1980; Yen & Fitzpatrick, 2006). In practical applications of IRT, such
scale indeterminacy is often solved by “standardizing” the underlying ability
distribution for the group of examinees being analyzed (Mislevy & Bock, 1990).
The established “0-1” ability scale must be maintained to identify and utilize
the invariance property of item parameters across groups. Maintaining the
established scale is critical, particularly, for IRT-based test equating, vertical
scaling, and development of an item pool (Kim, Harris, & Kolen, 2010; Kolen &
Brennan, 2014; Vale, 1986; Young, 2006). When a new test form is developed for
test equating, the underlying ability distribution of an examinee group taking
the test form and its item parameters need to be put on the established scale.
If the new test form contains “old” items and their IRT parameters are well-
established, parameters for all other ”new” items should be estimated using the
scale of the old items.

For such estimation, Kim (2006) presented an effective fixed-parameter esti-
mation (FPE) method that uses the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm
to iteratively estimate both the probabilities of the ability distribution and the
parameters of the new items with the old items’ parameters being fixed at those
values on the established scale (see also Paek and Young, 2005, for FPE). The
effectiveness of the FPE method has been supported in many subsequent stud-
ies (e.g., Baldwin, Nering, & Baldwin, 2007; DeMars & Jurich, 2012; Keller &
Hambleton, 2013; Keller & Keller, 2011). However, Kim’s (2006) iterative FPE
method has a limitation in that it can be applied only to single-group (SG) test
data.

The purpose of this paper is twofold: (a) to extend Kim’s (2006) FPE
method to multiple-group (MG) test data, which are typically obtained under
the common-item nonequivalent groups (CING) equating/linking design (Kolen
& Brennan, 2014), and (b) to examine its performance, relative to other es-
timation and linking methods, as to how accurately it recovers both the item
parameters of new test forms and the ability distributions of groups taking the
forms on the established scale. The extension of IRT FPE to MG test data uses
the general EM algorithm for finite mixtures (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977;
McLachlan & Peel, 2000; Titterington, Smith, & Makov, 1985), assuming the
latent ability variable is discrete. In a single successful MG FPE run, all the
parameters of freed items across test forms and the probabilities of the discrete
ability distributions for multiple groups are to be properly estimated on the
established scale of some items with parameters that are fixed.
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2 The Need for MG IRT FPE

The need for the MG IRT FPE method may be shown using an exemplar CING
equating situation in which new ability scales from MG test data are linked
to the established scale. Suppose that two test forms, Form 1 and Form 2,
are administered to two nonequivalent examinee groups, Group 1 and Group 2,
respectively (Figure 1 in a later section provides a picture of this design). Form
1 consists of both “old” items and “new” items. Form 2 consists of all “new”
items. The old items of Form 1 have come from an item pool, which resulted
from more than one previous test sessions, so their parameter estimates are
known and placed on the established ability scale of the item pool. The old
items play the role of “linking” items between the current MG test data and
the item pool. In addition, the two forms have some new items in common.
Once the MG test data are obtained, the task of interest is to estimate the new
item parameters of the two forms and the ability distributions of the two groups
so that all the estimates may be put on the established scale. The task can be
accomplished by at least three different approaches. To explain the approaches,
denote the established scale, the 0-1 scale from Group 1 taking Form 1, and the
0-1 scale from Group 2 taking Form 2 as θ0, θ1, and θ2, respectively.

The first approach for item parameter estimation is MG FPE for the com-
bined data of Forms 1 and 2, with the parameters of the old linking items being
fixed at their values on the θ0 scale. Unlike the other two approaches, the MG
FPE approach requires a “single” IRT estimation computer run to place all
parameter estimates from the MG test data on the θ0 scale.

The second approach is MG 0-1 estimation and linking, involving two steps:
(a) to conduct MG estimation (also known as “concurrent estimation”) with
the combined data of Forms 1 and 2 and with Group 1 being designated as the
base/reference group, and (b) to use the old linking items to find the linking
coefficients A1 (slope) and B1 (intercept) of a linear relation θ0 = A1θ1 + B1

so that all parameter estimates on the 0-1 scale from MG estimation are trans-
formed onto the θ0 scale using this linear relation. The MG 0-1 estimation in
the first step has been presented by Bock and Zimowski (1997) and is described
in this paper using the EM algorithm for finite mixtures. In the second step, the
linking coefficients can be found by using moment methods (Loyd & Hoover,
1980; Marco, 1977), characteristic curve methods (Haebara, 1980; Stocking &
Lord, 1983), or other methods (Divgi, 1985; Ogasawara, 2001). It has been
shown that the characteristic curve methods typically produce more accurate
linking results than other linking methods in developing a common ability scale
(Kolen & Brennan, 2014).

The third approach is SG separate 0-1 estimation and linking (simply re-
ferred to as “SG 0-1 estimation and linking”), which involves three steps: (a)
conduct SG separate 0-1 estimation for each form, (b) use the old linking items
or the common items between forms to find the A1 and B1 of a “θ1 to θ0”
linear transformation and the A2 and B2 of a “θ2 to θ1” linear transformation,
and (c) chain, from θ2 to θ0, the linear transformations. In the third step,
the item parameter estimates and ability points from Form 1 and Form 2 are
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transformed onto the θ0 scale using the linear relations θ0 = A1θ1 + B1 and
θ0 = (A1A2)θ2 + (B1 +A1B2), respectively.

The need for the MG FPE approach can be justified by its possible advan-
tages over the other two approaches. First, compared to the second approach
that involves MG 0-1 estimation and scale linking, the MG FPE approach has
two benefits. One is pertinent to the common items, for which only one set of
parameter estimates is obtained for Forms 1 and 2 and, because of a doubled
sample size, the estimation errors are relatively smaller than those for the non-
common new items (see Hanson & Béguin, 2002; Kim & Kolen, 2006). The
other is relevant to all items of Forms 1 and 2, in that item parameter estimates
do not contain estimation error due to linking a new 0-1 scale to the established
scale.

Second, the MG FPE approach can avoid several disadvantages of the third
“SG 0-1 estimation and linking” approach. The third approach requires many
computer runs for separate 0-1 estimation and scale linking, it results in two sets
of parameter estimates for the common items, it yields relatively larger estima-
tion errors for the common items, and it makes the item parameter estimates of
the form positioned later in linkage (Form 2 in this exemplar situation) absorb
the accumulated errors induced by chaining scale transformations.

In sum, the MG FPE approach presented in this paper is expected to be
efficient and effective for achieving the purpose of analyzing MG test data while
maintaining the established ability scale. The MG FPE approach needs a single
computer run with the MG test data. It does not involve scale transformations
and thus can avoid estimation errors induced by those processes. It yields only
one set of parameter estimates for the common items between test forms. In
addition, as far as the common items are concerned, the MG FPE method
uses all examinees responding to the items and so estimates their parameters
using full information, likely leading to less estimation error. These expected
advantages of the MG FPE approach are verified empirically through computer
simulations in this study.

3 MG IRT FPE via the EM Algorithm for Fi-
nite Mixtures

Under the CING design for data collection, MG IRT estimation consists of
estimation of both item parameters and underlying ability distributions. For
such MG IRT estimation, Bock and Zimowski (1997) presented a numerical
procedure suitable for an EM solution that was derived by modeling observed
item response data based on a continuous ability variable and that might be
approximated with a discrete version of the continuous ability variable. Their
“approximate” procedure has been incorporated into the computer program
BILOG-MG (Zimowski, Muraki, Mislevy, & Bock, 2003). Yet another MG IRT
estimation procedure via the EM algorithm that yields essentially the same
estimates as the Bock-Zimowski procedure can be derived by modeling observed
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item response data based on a discrete ability variable (that is, finite mixture
modeling), as done in Woodruff and Hanson (1996). The finite mixture approach
for MG IRT estimation has been incorporated into the computer program ICL
(Hanson, 2002), although Woodruff and Hanson (1996) presented only the EM
solution for SG IRT estimation.

This section describes the essential elements of the MG IRT FPE method
using the EM algorithm for finite mixtures. With notation similar to that used
in Woodruff and Hanson (1996) and Kim (2006), MG IRT FPE is described as
an adapted version of the usual MG IRT estimation. In both of the usual and
the fixed-parameter estimation methods, the EM algorithm for finite mixtures
is used to yield Bayes modal (BM) estimates for item parameters and maximum
likelihood (ML) estimates for the probabilities of discrete ability distributions.

3.1 MG IRT Estimation with All Free Items

Assume the following test situation and notation. Under the common-item
nonequivalent groups design, a total of J items are administered to G examinee
groups and group g consists of Ng examinees. The J items may be divided into
as many test forms as the number of the groups and any pair of test forms has
some items in common. Examinee i(g) in group g takes only the gth test form
and thus the items in all other test forms are considered as “not-presented”
ones. Item j has Mj response categories associated with scores uj1, · · · , ujMj

.
Denote the parameter vector for item j as δj , so that the parameter vector for
all J items is represented by ∆ = (δ1, · · · , δJ). Denote as Pm(θ, δj) the item
response function for category m of item j given ability θ and the parameter
vector δj . Then, the probability that an examinee with ability level θ earns
score yj for item j can be expressed as

f(yj | θ, δj) =

Mj∏
m=1

Pm(θ, δj)
I{yj=ujm}, (1)

where I{yj = ujm} is equal to 1 if yj = ujm and zero otherwise.
Furthermore, denote a vector of the observed item scores to all J items for

examinee i(g) as yi(g) = (yi(g)1, · · · , yi(g)J), which includes “missing” codes such
as blanks or dots. Taking the ability variable Θ as discrete, denote the latent
probabilities (or weights) at K known discrete ability values qk(k = 1, · · · ,K)
for group g as πg = (π1(g), · · · , πK(g)). Note that the same set of ability values
qk is used for all groups. The observed data likelihood for examinee i in group
g can be expressed in the form of a finite mixture as follows:

f(yi(g) |∆,πg) =
K∑
k=1

f(yi(g) | qk,∆)πk(g)

=
K∑
k=1

 J∏
j=1

f(yi(g)j | qk, δj)

πk(g). (2)

4
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Consider the complete data for examinee i in group g as a joint of the observed
data and the missing ability parameter θi(g), so that the complete data likelihood
for the examinee may be expressed as f(yi(g), θi(g) |∆,πg). Then, based on the
finite mixtures in Equation 2, the observed data likelihood for the MG sample
is expressed as

G∏
g=1

Ng∏
i=1

f(yi(g) |∆,πg) =
G∏
g=1

Ng∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

f(yi(g) | qk,∆)πk(g) . (3)

{ }
Similarly, the complete data likelihood for the MG sample is expressed as

G∏
g=1

Ng∏
i=1

f(yi(g), θi(g) |∆,πg) =
G∏
g=1

Ng∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

f(yi(g), θi(g) | qk,∆)πk(g) . (4)

{ }
The BM estimates of ∆ are the values of ∆ that maximize the observed

posterior distribution that is proportional to the product of the observed data
likelihood and the prior for ∆, h(∆). The EM algorithm for computing the BM
estimates of ∆ uses the complete posterior distribution to compute estimates of
the mode of the observed posterior distribution (Hanson, 1998; Tanner, 1996).
The ML estimates of πg(g = 1, · · · , G) are the values of πg that maximize
the observed data likelihood, and the EM algorithm uses the complete data
likelihood to find the ML estimates (Hanson, 1998; Tanner, 1996). The main
task of the EM algorithm is to derive the expectation function for the parameters
used in the E step and the maximization equation used in the M step. The
derivation process, however, is very complicated and tedious in the case of MG
IRT estimation, although the whole process is almost the same as that presented
by Woodruff and Hanson (1996) except for the part dealing with h(∆). Thus,
the following describes only the final solutions of the EM algorithm without
showing intermediate results of the derivation.

With the initial estimates of ∆ and π (0) (0)
g, ∆ and πg (g = 1, · · · , G), the

expectation functions for the two parameter vectors at EM cycle s ≥ 1 are:

φ(∆) =

G∑
g=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

Mj∑
m=1

log [Pm(qk, δj)] r
(s−1)
jmk(g) + log [h(∆)] (5)

and

ψ(πg) =
K∑
k=1

log
[
πk(g)

]
n
(s−1)
k(g) , (6)

(s−1)
where r is a provisional estimate of the number of examinees in the samplejmk(g)

(s−1)
group g with ability value qk who responded in category m of item j and nk(g)
is a provisional estimate of the number of examinees with ability value qk, and
both estimates are computed by

r
(s−1)
jmk(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

I
{
yi(g)j = ujm

}
p(qk | yi(g),∆(s−1),π(s−1)

g ) (7)

5
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and

n
(s−1)
k(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

p(qk | yi(g),∆(s−1),π(s−1)
g ), (8)

(
where p(qk | y s

(g),∆
( −1) s−1)

i ,πg ) is the posterior probability of qk, given yi(g),

∆(s−1) (s−1)
, and πg , and computed by

p(qk | yi(g),∆(s−1),π(s−1)
g ) =

f(yi(g) | qk,∆(s−1))π
(s−1)
k(g)∑K

k′=1 f(yi(g) | qk′ ,∆(s−1))π
(s−1)
k′(g)

. (9)

In the M step at EM cycle s ≥ 1, the BM estimates of ∆, ∆(s), are found
as the values that maximize φ(∆) in Equation 5. Finding the BM estimates for
item parameters typically involves a computer-intensive iterative technique and
the details have been presented in the literature (see, e.g., Baker & Kim, 2004;
Bock & Aitkin, 1981; Harwell & Baker, 1991; Mislevy, 1986; Tsutakawa & Lin,

(s)
1986). In contrast, a closed-form ML estimate of πk(g), π , is computed byk(g)

π
(s)
k(g) =

n
(s−1)
k(g)∑K

k′=1 n
(s−1)
k′(g)

. (10)

The iterative EM cycles are conducted with the provisional estimates of ∆
and πg until convergence is reached. During the EM cycles, the estimates of
ability distributions for examinee groups are expressed using the K known abil-

(s)
ity values qk and the estimated weights πg . In MG IRT estimation, the scale
indeterminacy is usually solved by fixing the mean and standard deviation (SD)
of the ability distribution for the base group (g = 1) at 0 and 1, respectively.
That is, the 0-1 scaling is applied to the base group, at every EM cycle or after
the final EM cycle, so that all item parameters and other ability distributions
are expressed on the 0-1 ability scale for the base group. However, such 0-1
scaling should not be used for FPE with MG data, as described below.

3.2 MG IRT Estimation with Some Fixed Items

To deal with FPE for MG test data, suppose that a total of J items consist of
JO “old” items whose parameters are to be fixed and JN “new” items whose
parameters are to be estimated. According to this configuration, denote the
observed item scores vector for examinee i(g) as yi(g) = (yOi(g),yNi(g)), where
yOi(g) = (yOi(g)1, · · · , yOi(g)JO and yNi(g) = (yNi(g)1, · · · , yNi(g)JN . In addition,
denote the parameter vector for the old items as ∆O = (δO1, · · · , δOJO ) and that
for the new items as ∆N = (δN1, · · · , δNJN ). With the same previous notation
except for the addition of subscripts N or O distinguishing new items from old
items, MG IRT FPE can be conducted using the following EM algorithm.

6
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(0)
With the initial estimates ∆(0) and πg and the known item parameters

∆O, the expectation functions for ∆N and πg at EM cycle s = 1 are:

M

φ(∆N ) =
G∑
g=1

K∑
k=1

JN∑
j=1

j∑
m=1

log [Pm(qk, δNj)] r
(0)
Njmk(g) + log [h(∆N )] (11)

and

ψ(πg) =
K∑
k=1

log
[
πk(g)

]
n
(0)
k(g), (12)

where

r
(0)
Njmk(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

I
{
yNi(g)j = uNjm

}
p(qk | yOi(g),∆O,π

(0)
g ) (13)

and

n
(0)
k(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

p(qk | yOi(g),∆O,π
(0)
g ). (14)

(0)
Note that at the first E step, with πg , only the parameters ∆O and observed
data yOi(g) for the old items are used to compute the posterior probabilities
of qk . The intent of this use is that ∆N and πg should be estimated on the
scale of the old items revealed by the posterior probabilities. It should be noted
that use of the known parameters ∆O means fixing them on the scale of the
old items, which is justified by the invariance property of IRT modeling (Kim
et al., 2010).

(1)
In the M step at EM cycle s = 1, the first BM estimates of ∆N , ∆N , are

found as the values that maximize φ(∆N ) in Equation 11. In addition, based on
(1)

Equation 14, the first ML estimate of πk(g), π , is computed for all examineek(g)

groups by

π
(1) k(g)

k(g) = ∑K
′ n

(0)
′

.
k =1 k (g)

n
(0)

(15)

However, at EM cycles s ≥ 2, the expectation functions for ∆N and πg are
modified into:

φ(∆N ) =
G∑
g=1

K∑
k=1

JN∑
j=1

Mj∑
m=1

log [Pm(qk, δNj)] r
(s−1)
Njmk(g) + log [h(∆N )] (16)

and

ψ(πg) =
K∑
k=1

log
[
πk(g)

]
n
(s−1)
k(g) , (17)

where

r
(s−1)
Njmk(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

I
{
yNi(g)j = uNjm

}
p(qk | yOi(g),∆O,∆

(s−1)
N ,π(s−1)

g ) (18)

7
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and

n
(s−1)
k(g) =

Ng∑
i=1

p(qk | yOi(g),∆O,∆
(s−1)
N ,π(s−1)

g ). (19)

Note the modification for EM cycles s ≥ 2 that the posterior probabilities of qk
are computed based on all the observed data for both old and new items yi(g),

(s−1)
the known fixed item parameters ∆O, the estimated item parameters ∆N ,

(s−1)
and the estimated weights πg . The logic for this modification is that the
underlying ability distributions for G groups would be more precisely estimated
(i.e., recovered) when more items (old + new) are used for the estimation, as
long as the chosen IRT model fits the response data for the items (Kim, 2006).

(s)
In the M step at EM cycle s ≥ 2, the BM estimates of ∆N , ∆N , are found

as the values that maximize φ(∆N ) in Equation 16. Based on Equation 19, the
(s)

ML estimate of πk(g), π , is computed byk(g)

π
(s)
k(g) =

n
(s−1)
k(g)∑K

k′=1 n
(s−1)
k′(g)

, (20)

which is in form the same as Equation 10.
As for the usual MG IRT estimation, the iterative EM cycles for FPE are

conducted with the provisional estimates of ∆N and πg until convergence is
reached. However, during the EM cycles, no 0-1 scaling is used for the base
group to solve IRT scale indeterminacy, because the already established scale
of the old items is used to estimate the parameters of the new items and the
underlying ability distributions for all examinee groups. All that is needed is
to perform the EM cycles iteratively, with reasonable initial estimates of ∆N

and πg. Note that a successful FPE run can be accomplished through the
estimation of the underlying ability distributions for all the groups, including
the base group.

4 Simulation Methods

A simulation study was conducted to investigate the performance of the FPE
method extended for MG test data. The performance of the MG FPE method
was compared with those of the “MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method and
the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method described earlier in this paper, in
recovering the true parameters of items and the underlying ability distributions.
The details of simulation methods are as follows.

4.1 Design and the Parameters for Simulation

Test data were simulated under the CING design to examine IRT estimation
with MG while maintaining the established ability scale (θ0). As illustrated in
Figure 1, the CING design involved two examinee groups (Groups 1 and 2) and

8
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b1 b2 b3

Form 1

Examinee 

Group 1

Examinee 

Group 2

b1

b3 b4

Form 2

Examinee 

Group 0

Previous

Test Session

Current

Test Session

Note:  b1 b4 are item blocks. The fixed item block is b1.

           The common item block is b3.

(  scale established)

Form 0

Figure 1: The CING design involving 2 groups and 2 forms used for simulation
study

two test forms (Forms 1 and 2), and Form 1 was connected with the base form,
Form 0, whose data were to be analyzed using the θ0 scale.

The following was assumed for the CING design. All test forms have the
same number (40) of dichotomously-scored items. All items are to be analyzed
by the three-parameter logistic (3PL) model (Lord, 1980), whose response func-
tion for the “correct” category of item j is expressed as P [θ, δj = (aj , bj , cj)]
= cj + (1 − cj)/ {1 + exp[−1.7aj(θ − bj)]}, where aj , bj , and cj are the dis-
crimination, difficulty, and pseudo-guessing parameters, respectively. Forms 1
and 2 have 10 items (the b3 block in Figure 1) in common. Form 1 consists
of 10 “old” items and 30 “new” items. The 10 old items of Form 1 come from
Form 0, administered previously, and their parameters (estimated) are already
established on the θ0 scale. The 10 old items play the role of an anchor that
links the current MG test data with the previous test data. All items of Form
2 are “new” items. Forms 1 and 2 are administered to the two nonequivalent
groups, Groups 1 and 2, respectively. Once MG test data are obtained, the task
of interest is to estimate the new item parameters and the underlying ability
distributions for the groups on the scale, not on an arbitrary 0-1 scale.

To produce item parameters with realistic properties for the three forms
(Forms 0 through 2), 100 items with 3PL parameters were first chosen from the
science assessment presented in the 1996 National Assessment of Educational

9
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Progress report (Allen, Carlson, & Zelenak, 1999). The 100 items were divided
into ten sets of 10 items, such that all item sets might be as similar as possible
to one another in terms of the distributions of the a, b, and c parameters. Four
of the ten sets were assigned to Form 0. For simplicity, the first 10 items of Form
0 were designated as the anchor linking Form 0 with Form 1. The 10 linking
items and 30 “new” items (the b2 and b3 blocks) from other three 10-item sets
comprised Form 1. The last 10 items of Form 1 and 30 “new” items (the b4
block) comprised Form 2, so that Forms 1 and 2 might have the 10 items (the
b3 block) in common. Consequently, the three forms were very similar to each
other in terms of distributions of the 3PL item parameters. For the combined
parameter set of all the forms, a parameters ranged from 0.38 to 1.61 with
means of 0.74 to 0.77; b parameters ranged from −2.54 to 2.74 with means of
0.21 to 0.22; and c parameters ranged from 0.10 to 0.34 with means of 0.22 to
0.23.

The underlying ability distributions for examinee groups were assumed as
follows. Denoting N(µ, σ2) as a normal distribution having a mean of µ and
an SD of σ, Group 0 taking Form 0 has a N(0, 1) ability distribution. The 0-1
scale defined by Group 0 is used as the established scale. Groups 1 and 2 have
N(−0.1, 0.82) and N(0.5, 1.22) ability distributions, respectively, so the mean
ability levels of the two groups are slightly lower or higher than the average
difficulties of the three forms.

The following sample sizes were assumed for each of the examinee groups.
Form 0, administered to Group 0, was used to obtain “realistic” parameter esti-
mates for the 10 linking items to be fixed, because the linking items’ parameters
are usually unknown in practice. Kim (2006) found that the item-parameter re-
covery with FPE is robust to sampling error in estimates of the fixed items,
whether they were analyzed with 300 examinees or with 3,000 examinees. Tak-
ing this point into account, the sample size for Group 0 was set at 1,000, a
suitable size leading to stable 3PL item parameter estimates. On the other
hand, two sample sizes, 500 and 2,000, were chosen for the two groups, Groups
1 and 2, to examine the performance of the three IRT estimation methods using
a small and a large sample size.

4.2 Data Generation and IRT Estimation and Linking

In each of the two sample-size (500 and 2,000) conditions, 100 replications of
SG or MG data generation and IRT estimation and linking were carried out to
investigate the performance of the MG FPE method and the other two methods.
In each replication, the data matrices for Forms 0 through 2 were generated using
the item parameters (δj) on the forms and the ability (θ) parameters randomly
sampled from the normal distributions for Groups 0 through 2. Item scores
(0/1) in the matrices were generated using the rule, as used in Kim (2006): if
P (θ, δj) ≥ R then 1, otherwise 0, where R is a random number from a uniform
distribution, ranging from 0 to 1.

Different input formats were used for the generation of SG and MG data
matrices. To implement SG 0-1 estimation, a data matrix of “sample-size× 40”
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was generated for each of Forms 0 through 2, including no missing codes for
item scores. To conduct MG 0-1 estimation or MG FPE, an augmented data
matrix of “sample-size×70”, including the missing codes (blanks) for the 30 not-
presented items, was generated for each form and the two data matrices were
combined into one. Especially, the codes of “group indicator” were put in all of
MG test data, so that MG IRT estimation could be implemented appropriately.

Prior to implementing the three methods in each replication, the processes
of separate 0-1 estimation and linking were conducted for the SG data of Form
0 to obtain the parameter estimates of the 10 linking items that were placed
on the θ0 scale. The separate 0-1 estimation was carried out using ICL, with
51 points of ability (equally spaced from −5 to 5) following a N(0, 1) distri-
bution, with 200 EM cycles, and with the convergence criterion of 0.001. In
addition, for BM estimation of all items, the priors for a and c parameters were
specified, respectively, as a lognormal distribution having mean = 0 and SD =
0.5 on the logarithm and a beta distribution with two parameters α = 5 and
β = 17, where the beta density function f(c) is proportional to cα−1(1− c)β−1.
Note that the two prior distributions are the default ones that are supplied by
BILOG-MG (R. J. Mislevy, personal communication, July 11, 2013; he con-
firmed that BILOG-MG’s ALPHA = α and BETA = β). Posterior weights
(i.e., probabilities) at the 51 ability points were computed based on the un-
derlying ability distribution and the converged item parameter estimates. The
resulting posterior ability distribution and item parameter estimates were not
intended to be on the θ0 scale (Kim, 2006). The linking coefficients, A and
B, from applying the Stocking-Lord (Stocking & Lord, 1983) method to the
10 linking items (having two sets of true parameters and their estimates) were
used to transform the ability points and item parameter estimates onto the θ0
scale. Specifically, with the transformed values starred (*), the ability points
were transformed by the relation θ∗q = Aθq + B; the 3PL parameter estimates

ˆ ˆwere transformed by the relations, â∗j = âj/A, b∗j = Ab ∗
j + B, and ĉj = ĉj . To

implement the Stocking-Lord method, the computer program STUIRT (Kim &
Kolen, 2004) was used.

Along with the parameter estimates of the linking items for Form 0 and the
posterior ability distribution for Group 0, placed on the θ0 scale, the three IRT
estimation methods to maintain the established ability scale (θ0) were imple-
mented in turn, as follows. First, the MG FPE method was implemented using
a computer program that was created for this study, based on the C++ code
developed by Hanson (2002) and used for ICL. The implementation can also be
achieved by using ICL’s functions, and a command file for such implementation
is available upon request from the authors. For MG FPE, the parameters of the
first 10 linking items on Form 1 were fixed at the values of the estimates on the
θ0 scale and 51 points of ability (equally spaced from −5 to 5) were used for all
groups. The settings for EM cycles, convergence criterion, and Bayesian priors
were the same as those used for the SG 0-1 estimation with Form 0. Second,
the “MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method was implemented using the ICL
program and the Stocking-Lord linking method. The MG 0-1 estimation was
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conducted with Group 1 being designated as the base group, which defined an
arbitrary 0-1 scale (θ1). The estimates of new items’ parameters and ability dis-
tributions from MG 0-1 estimation were transformed to the θ0 scale using the
Stocking-Lord method that produced the “θ1 to θ0” linking coefficients based
on the two sets of parameter estimates for the 10 linking items.

Third, the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method was conducted using
the ICL program and the Stocking-Lord method. For this method, separate 0-1
estimation was conducted for each form and then one or two scale linkings, based
on the linking or common items between forms, were done to link each of the θ1
and θ2 scales from Groups 1 and 2 to the θ0 scale. Denote the linking coefficients
of a “θg to θg−1” linear transformation as Ag and Bg. For Form 1, the posterior
ability distribution and item parameter estimates were transformed onto the
θ0 scale by the relation θ0 = A1θ1 + B1. For Form 2, the chained relation
θ0 = (A1A2)θ2 + (B1 +A1B2) was used for scale linking.

4.3 Evaluation of the Methods

The performance of the three IRT estimation methods over 100 replications
was evaluated by assessing how well the underlying ability distributions and
the parameters for non-fixed new items were recovered. Basically, the mean
and mean squared error (MSE) of parameter estimates from replications were
computed and used as evaluation criteria.

To evaluate the recovery of the underlying ability distribution for a group,
the mean and SD of the posterior ability distribution were computed for each
method in each replication. With the resulting 100 estimated sets of means
and SDs for a group, the mean and root of mean squared error (RMSE) were
computed for each of the means and SDs. Note that the underlying ability dis-
tributions for Groups 1 and 2 were N(−0.1, 0.82) and N(0.5, 1.22), respectively.

For each of Forms 1 and 2, item-parameter recovery was evaluated only
for the non-fixed new items. The non-fixed new items were divided into two
item blocks, common and non-common. Compared to the non-common item
block, the common item block is associated with a doubled sample size and
thus is expected to have less estimation error on the average. Considering this
point, the recovery of each of the 3PL item parameters was evaluated by item
block. Specifically, for each of the a, b, and c parameters, the MSE of parameter
estimates was computed for every each item in a block and the average of the
MSE values over the block items was computed. The root of the average MSE
was computed and simply referred to as RMSE (specifically, a-RMSE, b-RMSE,
and c-RMSE) for each parameter.

5 Results

The recovery results for the true mean and SD of each underlying ability dis-
tribution were first examined. As seen from Table 1, for both sample sizes,
the three methods produced the means of estimated means and SDs for each
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Table 1: Mean and RMSE of Means and SDs of Estimated Ability Distributions
by Group and Sample Size (SS)

Mean SD

Mean RMSE Mean RMSE

Group 1

Group 2

SS = 500

SS = 2,000

SS = 500

SS = 2,000

MG FPE
MG 0-1 & L.
SG 0-1 & L.

MG FPE
MG 0-1 & L.
SG 0-1 & L.

MG FPE
MG 0-1 & L.
SG 0-1 & L.

MG FPE
MG 0-1 & L.
SG 0-1 & L.

(−0.1)

−0.10
−0.10
−0.11

−0.12
−0.12
−0.12

(0.5)

0.50
0.51
0.51

0.48
0.48
0.48

0.049
0.052
0.056

0.034
0.036
0.040

0.074
0.078
0.086

0.048
0.053
0.050

(0.8)

0.82
0.83
0.85

0.81
0.81
0.82

(1.2)

1.22
1.24
1.23

1.22
1.20
1.20

0.047
0.063
0.069

0.040
0.044
0.043

0.076
0.127
0.135

0.058
0.072
0.079

Note. The values in parentheses are the true means and standard deviations
of underlying ability distributions for each examinee group.

group that were close to the true mean and SD of the underlying ability distri-
bution. In addition, as expected, the values of RMSE of estimated means and
SDs decreased when the sample size per form increased. These results suggest
that the three methods performed well for the SG or MG test data and that
the underlying ability distributions were properly recovered on the established
scale.

However, the three methods showed somewhat consistent, non-negligible dif-
ferences on the RMSE statistic. For mean-RMSE and SD-RMSE, the MG FPE
method produced the smallest values in all cases, and with a few exceptions the
“MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method produced the second smallest values
and the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method produced the largest values.
These results indicate that the MG FPE method was more stable and accurate
for recovering the underlying ability distributions than the other two methods.

The item-parameter recovery was examined by form, item block, and sam-
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Table 2: RMSE of 3PL Item Parameter Estimates for Form 1 by Item Block
and Sample Size (SS)

20 Non-Common Items 10 Common Items
(No. 11–30) (No. 31–40)

a- b- c- a- b- c-
RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE

SS = 500
MG FPE 0.209 0.320 0.040 0.131 0.222 0.041

MG 0-1 & L. 0.214 0.356 0.041 0.134 0.248 0.041
SG 0-1 & L. 0.230 0.324 0.039 0.191 0.306 0.040

SS = 2,000
MG FPE 0.150 0.218 0.038 0.079 0.152 0.038

MG 0-1 & L. 0.152 0.232 0.039 0.085 0.160 0.038
SG 0-1 & L. 0.168 0.225 0.039 0.147 0.210 0.037

ple size. First, the results for Form 1 are presented in Table 2. For Form 1,
as expected for all the methods, the values of all RMSE decreased as the sam-
ple size increased. For the four conditions of two sample sizes by two item
blocks (common items vs. non-common items), the three methods produced
very similar values of c-RMSE. However, for a-RMSE and b-RMSE, the relative
performance of the three methods depended on the item block. For the block of
20 non-common items (No. 11–30), the MG FPE method produced the smallest
values of a-RMSE and b-RMSE for both sample sizes. For both sample sizes, the
“MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method produced the second smallest values
of a-RMSE but produced the largest values of b-RMSE. For the common item
block, for both sample sizes, the MG FPE method produced the smallest values
of a-RMSE and b-RMSE, and the “MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method
produced the second smallest values for those criteria. A noteworthy point was
that the differences in RMSE between the MG FPE method and the “SG 0-1
estimation and linking” method were larger for the common item block than for
the non-common item block.

The results for Form 2 are presented in Table 3. As for Form 1, for all
the methods, the values of all RMSE statistics decreased as the sample size in-
creased, which is as expected. Again, as for Form 1, the three methods produced
very similar values of c-RMSE, regardless of sample size and item block type.
However, for a-RMSE and b-RMSE, the three methods showed substantial dif-
ferences across conditions. For the common item block with both sample sizes,
the MG FPE method produced the smallest values of a-RMSE and b-RMSE
and the “MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method produced the second smallest
values for those criteria. It should be noted that each of the two “MG estima-
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Table 3: RMSE of 3PL Item Parameter Estimates for Form 2 by Item Block
and Sample Size (SS)

10 Common Items 30 Non-Common Items
(No. 1–10) (No. 11–40)

a- b- c- a- b- c-
RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE RMSE

SS = 500
MG FPE 0.131 0.222 0.041 0.145 0.213 0.045

MG 0-1 & L. 0.134 0.248 0.041 0.149 0.228 0.045
SG 0-1 & L. 0.147 0.295 0.043 0.157 0.237 0.044

SS = 2,000
MG FPE 0.079 0.152 0.038 0.087 0.161 0.042

MG 0-1 & L. 0.085 0.160 0.038 0.092 0.163 0.042
SG 0-1 & L. 0.099 0.176 0.038 0.095 0.165 0.041

tion” methods produced one set of results for the common items and thus the
values of all RMSE for the two methods presented in Table 3 are the same as
those presented in Table 2. Similarly, for the non-common item block with both
sample sizes, the MG FPE method produced the smallest values of a-RMSE and
b-RMSE and the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method produced the largest
values for those criteria. As for Form 1, it was noteworthy that the differences in
RMSE between the MG FPE method and the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking”
method were larger for the common item block than for the non-common item
block.

6 Discussion

The results of the simulation conducted under the CING design show that,
overall, the MG FPE method performed best (had the least error) for estimating
item parameters and ability distributions on the established scale. With a few
exceptions, the “MG 0-1 estimation and linking” method was the second best
performer and the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method was the poorest
performer. Compared to the “SG 0-1 estimation and linking” method, the better
performance of the MG FPE method was more noteworthy for the common
items between forms than for the non-common items.

The relative performance of the three methods in estimating the item param-
eters on the established scale can be explained as follows. Parameter estimation
for non-common items depends largely on two related factors: (a) the degree of
recovery of underlying ability distributions on the established scale and (b) the
magnitude of scale linking error. The MG FPE method performed best in item-
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parameter estimation, likely because all ability distributions were well estimated
on the established scale and no scale linking was used. The “MG 0-1 estimation
and linking” method tended to perform second best in item-parameter estima-
tion, likely because all ability distributions were concurrently estimated on a 0-1
scale, but transformed once to the established scale, so that linking error con-
tributed to error in the item parameter estimates. The “SG 0-1 estimation and
linking” method tended to perform the poorest, likely because ability distribu-
tions were separately estimated on each 0-1 scale and transformed, one or more
times, to the established scale so that accumulated linking error contributed to
error in the item parameter estimates.

On the other hand, parameter estimation for common items likely depends
on three factors, including sample size. For the common items, the two “MG
estimation” methods use a larger sample size than the “SG estimation” method
for item-parameter estimation. The two “MG estimation” methods tended to
perform better than the “SG estimation” method, mainly because a larger sam-
ple size leads to less error in item-parameter estimation. In addition, the relative
performance of the three methods also can be explained by two other factors:
(a) the degree of recovery of the underlying ability distributions and (b) the
magnitude of scale linking error.

The preceding discussion suggests that the appropriate recovery of the un-
derlying ability distributions is critical for MG FPE, as is the case for SG FPE
(Kim, 2006). Related to this point, a major concern is that use of inaccurate
parameter estimates of the old items that are fixed could possibly lead to poor
estimation of the underlying ability distributions. This concern is alleviated
partly by the technical mechanism of the MG FPE method. Likely the old
items to be fixed play a central role in recovering the underlying ability distri-
butions on the established scale. However, the data for the other new items
are also used in the process of FPE so the underlying ability distributions are
estimated onto the established scale through both data of the new and old items
(see Equations 18, 19, and 20). Thus, adverse effects of “bad” old item param-
eter estimates on FPE might not be a substantial concern, unless many of the
parameters for the old items are poorly estimated on the established scale.

Practical measures can also be taken to control the possible effects of some
poor old item parameter estimates on FPE. Before conducting FPE, SG 0-1
estimation can be implemented using the data from the new form that includes
both the old and new items. Then, two sets of item parameter estimates for
the old items to be fixed are plotted to look for “outlier” old items whose item
parameter estimates do not appear to lie on a straight line. The old items that
are judged to be outliers are not used as the linking items for FPE. This process
of finding and eliminating bad linking items is typically considered in IRT scale
linking (see Kolen & Brennan, 2014, chap. 6, for an example).

Further, at least three conditions should be considered to make the best
use of the MG FPE. First, the method is conditional on the fit of model(s) for
analysis to test data. In fact, this “fit” condition applies to any IRT estimation
method. When an acceptable degree of model-to-data fit is not achieved, the
meaning of the IRT estimates is questionable. Second, the IRT invariance prop-
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erty holds for all test items. The invariance (within a linear transformation)
of item parameters will hold with simulated test data that fit the IRT model,
but cannot be guaranteed in practice. Note that the issue of “bad” old item
parameters to be fixed is partly related to this invariance property. Invariance,
especially for the fixed items, may be threatened by several factors such as item
exposure, examinee motivation, and context effects. Third, the common-item
link between test forms is strong enough for the MG estimation to be properly
conducted. The common items should be administered to all the examinees in
each group, not to a subset of examinees. With these conditions being met,
the MG FPE method is expected to perform better when there are more fixed
items, more common items between forms, and larger sample sizes. However,
little is known regarding how the performance of the FPE method is affected
by violations of such conditions. Further research is warranted that addresses
such practical issues.
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